UNICC Overview

Who We Are
The United Nations International Computing Centre (UNICC) has over 50 years of experience as the largest strategic partner for digital solutions and cybersecurity within the United Nations system. We design and deploy transformational digital tools and programmes to support over 90 Clients and Partner Organizations in fulfilling their mandates.

UNICC is committed to delivering innovative, forward-looking and reliable system-wide solutions in line with the UN Secretary-General’s Strategy on New Technologies, the UN Secretary-General’s Roadmap for Digital Cooperation and the Common Agenda. With our world-class Cybersecurity Centre of Excellence, data and analytics practice and an array of platform, software and infrastructure solutions, UNICC serves the entire of the UN family and other international organizations with similar missions and values for the benefit of the world.

The UNICC Advantage
As a UN system organization, UNICC preserves and protects UN organizational assets and data integrity under the auspices of the UN Convention on Privileges and Immunities of 1946.

UNICC's Impact on the SDGs
UNICC is heeding the universal call to action to support each of the Sustainable Development Goals.

SDGs with highest impact from UNICC projects:
- SDG 17 .......... 41%
- SDG 9 ........... 39%
- SDG 1 .......... 7%
- SDG 7 ........... 7%
- SDG 2 ........... 7%

Digital. For the UN family
- Over 90 Clients and Partner Organizations
- 50+ Years of UN Experience
- 5 Strategic and Operational Locations

Cybersecurity
Innovation
Software Services & Cloud
Data and Analytics
Infrastructure Services
Platform Services
The reason UNICC was created 50 years ago and why we still exist is because we are a force multiplier. We offer the most trusted and secure way for UN organizations to utilize shared technology, and now digital solutions, effectively.
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